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(FIC 2023) Usernames and
passwords at the heart of
cyber threats

Now more than ever, hackers’ activities

revolve around usernames and passwords.

If companies fail to remedy this vulnerability

as a priority, their activities could be

crippled. This is the key message to emerge

from a conference at FIC Europe 2023 given

by Sébastien Baron, Technical Director at

cybersecurity solutions publisher

CrowdStrike, and Franck Perillier, Group

CISO at real estate services provider Emeria.

Read the article

(FIC 2023) An obstacle course
for Europe’s sovereign Cloud

Despite formidable progress, the European

Cloud seems to be struggling in the face of

American Big Tech’s overwhelming

dominance. The analysis by regulators and

cloud and cybersecurity professionals

during a roundtable at FIC 2023 did little to

dispel this impression. Is a storm on the

horizon for the European cloud?

Read the article

(FIC 2023) CRQ: how to
financially quantify
cybersecurity risks

At a 2023 FIC workshop, C-Risk presented

the Factor Analysis Information Risk (FAIR)

standard. Here is an overview of this

method of quantifying cybersecurity risks

and the bene�ts for companies.

Read the article

(FIC 2023) How the war in
Ukraine boosted the
construction of Europe’s
cyberdefence

The return of war to Europe’s borders sent

shockwaves throughout the European

Union. It has stepped up initiatives in recent

months to boost its cyberdefence

capabilities and foster better cooperation

between Member States.

Read the article
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Cybersecurity: Why we should change our strategy for
attracting and retaining talen

Back in 2010, NATO identi�ed cyberspace as a priority for the organization and started a series of

reforms to adapt to the new challenge.

Read the edito

Local authorities face the cyber storm

May, 23 2023 

The next inCyber breakfast will take place on May 23, 2023, from 9:00 a.m. to 10:30 a.m., on the

theme “Local authorities facing the cyber storm”.

In its Panorama of the Cyber Threat 2022, the French National Agency for Information

Systems Security (ANSSI) points out that “an increase in the number of ransomware attacks

has been observed since the summer of 2022, particularly against local authorities“. These

attacks can a�ect payroll services, the management of civil status or the payment of social

bene�ts.

Despite various action plans designed to strengthen their digital security, such as the France

Relance plan, which places local authorities at the heart of its cybersecurity component by

allocating €136 million, or the creation of regional cyber incident response centers supported

by the ANSSI, there are major disparities between small and large authorities.

More information
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